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A. INTRODUCTION 

The Hillsbar Group comprises of 5 contiguous  mineral claims (Hillsbar 1 & 2, Mike, 
Harry  and  Barb)  held by Hillsbar  Gold  Inc. of Sechelt, B.C. The Mike,  Hillsbar 1 and 
Barb claims cover  a  northern  portion of Coquihalla  serpentine-gold  belt. 

Majority of the reconnaissance surveys conducted  during the 2000 field1 season were on 
the Mike and Hillsbar 1 mineral claims. Previous  preliminary  surveys  carried out on the 
Mike  claim  outlined a structurally  controlled  quartz-siliceous  alteration zone carrying 
anomalous amounts of gold. The mineral and alteration assemblage reslemble in part 
other  known gold occurrences on the belt  such  as,  McMaster,  Pipestem and the 
Monument vein. 

The surveys consisted of reconnaissance geology and  limited VLF-EM surveys. A .VLF- 
EM instrument  was  utilized in order to test its potential usefulness and  .what signature 
response, if any, in  tracing the quartz structure. 

The results of  fidd surveys are compiled  and  documented  in this report  and  submitted for 
assessment work credits. A Statement of Work  was  filed at Vancouver  Gold 
Commissioner’s Office on January 17, 2001, Event No. 3159593. 
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B. LOCATION  AND ACCESS 

The Hillsbar  Gr0u.p is located  about 5km due east of the small  community  of  Yale on the 
Fraser River. The group is  situated just west the Siwash  creek forks, junction of  the north 
and south forks, and  extend  north across Siwash  creek  valley. The project site is on the 
Hillsbar 1 and Mike  claims,  which  can be reached by a 20 minute  ferry ride by helicopter 
from the town  of Hope. 

Although there is  a  logging  road that cuts through the claims,  it is presently not  passable 
by vehicle due to a series of road failures. Consequently, the area  can  only be accessed by 
helicopter at this time. However, the logging  company, which operates in the area, 
proposes to re-establish the logging  road for timber harvesting located on the claims for 
the 2001 season. ‘This  will greatly improve access to the project site as well as open 11ew 
areas for exploratilon  and eliminate the dependency  of helicopter support. 

The  logging  road  leading to the claims starts on the east side of Highway No. 1, about 
200m north of Alexandra Bridge. The  road  then  heads southeasterly for some 20 km 
eventually reaching the north  fork  of  Siwash creek. From this point  and :for the next .the 
3-4km the road  tobthe project site is  currently  not  passable. 

C. CLAIMS INFORMATION 

The Hillsbar Group comprises 5 contiguous mineral claims. The claims are owned by 
Hillsbar Gold Inc.  of  Sechelt, B.C. They  are*within the New Westminster Mining 
Division at NTS 1:o-ordinates - Latitude: 49 3d30”and Longitude: 12T:tl 30: map sheet 
number 92H054. 

The claims are presently  in good standing to January  and  February 2002.. The following 
table outlines the pertinent  claim information. 

Table 1 
Claim Name  Tenure No. Number of Units 
Hillqbar 1 23096 10 

Current Exairv DaQ 
January 18,2002 

hillsbar 2  23097 15 January 18,2002 
Mike 343685  10  February 13,2002 
Barb 343682 10 February 13,2002 
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D. BRIEF  HISTORY 

The Hillsbar Group covers a  northern  section  of the Coquihalla gold  belt,  which 
represents a series of  gold occurrences and  several  past  producing mines. The belt first 
came into prominence  during the early 1900s following the placer  gold  rush along the 
Fraser River. During this period  several discoveries where made  and  number  of these 
were put into production  including, the Ward (191 1)  at the forks of Siwash Creek; 
Emancipation (1916) located  several kilometres northwest of the confluence of Ladner 
Creek and Coquihalla River;  Aurum ( I  926) along the south fork of Ladner and, the 
Pipestem (1922) about 3km  north of the Aurum. Between  1982-84,  Carolin  mines briefly 
put into production the formerly  discovered (1 9 15) ldaho zone. 

Other subsequent  gold occurrences have since been discovered such as the McMaster 
zone (1975) located about 2knl  north of Carolin  mines to the most recent:, Walters Ridge 
(1998), an anomal!ous  gold structure located  1.5km southwest of the old  'Ward  mine. 

The company, Hillsbar Gold Inc., has over recent  years conducted a number of grassroots 
surveys over the Hillsbar Group of claims. Majority of the work has  been of 
reconnaissance nature primarily for assessment  purposes  and to maintain, the claims in 
good standing. During of one these  assessment  surveys  conducted  by the author in late 
summer of 1998, a highly silicified  altered structure was identified  paralileling  and 
immediately  east .of the East  Hozameen fault. Since the discovery reconnaissance surveys 
have been conducted along the structure including geology and  limited rlock and  soil 
sampling. In 2000 additional follow-up work was conducted including limited geological 
and  geophysical surveys. During this season (2001) a  logging  company proposes to 
construct a  logging  road and log part of Walters  Ridge.  This  will give Hillsbar Gold Inc. 
good access into t.he area and the same perhaps expose more of  the structure for proper 
examination. 
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E.  FJELD PROCEDURES 

The  Hillsbar  project was carried out on 2 mineral  claims,  Hillsbar 1 and  h4ike,  over a 
period  of  12 days between  August 15 and September 15,2000. The field  (crew  consisted 
of geologist and 2 field assistants. 

The  camp gear wa!g driven to within  3km of the project  site  on a logging road, and then 
slung in  by helicopter. A Jet Ranger  206  from Hope was used for camp mlob  and demob 
and to pickup the field crew on a couple of different occasions for a total of 3.5 hours. 

Once the base  camp was established, a gridline was surveyed in using bruinton compass 
and hipchain with ;t north-south  baseline extending for 1.5km and cross lines spaced  at 
200m apart. The baseline was marked  with flagging and trees blazed  with. some of the 
underlying brush  slashed out. A logging  plan  map  at  1:20,000  scale,  supplied by the 
logging company, was  most  usefid as a base map. And the gridline served as excellent 
control for the geological  and  geophysical  ground surveys. The surveys were conducted 
at a 1: 10,000 scale. 

For the geophysicad  survey, the instrument  employed was a Sabre Model - VLF-EM 
Receiver. The Receiver was tuned to the Seattle transmitter (station NPG @ frequency 
l8.6KHz). Readings were normally  observed  on the east-west cross lines at 50 metre 
intervals. The  survey procedures were followed according to the manufacturer’s  field 
manual,  which induded the following steps: 

1. With the instrument held horizontal in front of you, turn around  until ,a null appears 
on the field  strength  meter. You should  now  be  facing the station. 

2. With the receiver  stili facing the station, lift it to the vertical position and rotate it 
slightly in the vertical  plane to your  right or left until the null appears on the field 
strength meter. Record the angle on the inclinometer at  which the null appears. This is 
the Dip  Angle (positive or negative). 

3. Return the instrument to the horizontal  plane  and turn around  until the field strength 
meter  is  at its maximum  reading.  Set  this  maximum reading at 100 on. the meter and 
record the reading on the gain dial. This is  the Field Strength reading. 

4. Repeat steps l:, 2 and 3 at  each  station 

Readings were recorded in the field  and profiles plotted back in base camp for each ofthe 
&os; lines surveyed and data analyzed. VLF-EM profiles were plotted showing both the 
Tilt Angle and Field Strength readings. As well surface profile  of the bedrock geology 
was plotted. A 1:4,000 scale was used for the profiles  however  it  should  be  noted that the 
geology  vertical profile is  not to scale. 
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F. GEOLOGY 

The regional  geological setting is  comprised  of  a  prominent  northwest-southeast trending 
structural break  known as the Hozameen  fault,  which in southwestern BC, can be traced 
for some IOOkm. The structure can  be identified by a semi-continuous belt of 
serpentinized ultramafic rock,  fault-bounded  by the East and  West  Hozanleen  fault 
systems. 

The  Hozameen  fault  system  and serpentine belt separate two distinct crustal units. To the 
east in contact with the East  Hozameen  fault is a volcanic greenstone unit, the Spider 
Peak Formation of Early Triassic age. The greenstone forms the basement for the 
unconformable, overlying Jurassic to Cretaceous turbidite and successor basin deposits of 
the Pasayten Trough. To the southwest, in contact with the West Hozameen fault, is t:he 
Permian to Jurassic  Hozameen Group comprised  of  dismembered ophiolite succession 
represented  ultramafic rocks of the Petch  Creek serpentine belt  in turn, overlain by a 
thick  unit of chert, volcanics and sediments. 

The oldest sedimentary rocks in the Pasayten Trough, the Ladner Group, contain a  locally 
developed  basal  unit (e.g. conglomerate,  grewacke, siltstone and slate) that hosts the 
former Carolin  mine, the Idaho zone gold deposit, along  with  a  number  o:Fother former 
small  gold producm. Majority  of the past-producing  mines occur east of and adjacent to 
the East Hozameen  fault  and  form  part of  the Coquihalla  gold  belt. 

The Coquihalla gold  belt includes such  past producers as the Catolin, Emancipation, 
Aurum,  Pipestem cmd the Ward  mines as well as at least 25 other minor  gold occurrences. 
It  shows similarities in  its  geological  setting,  mineralogy  and alteration assemblages to 
the Bridge River camp in BC and Mother Lode district  of California. 

The Mike  claim,  which comprises part of  the Hillsbar group, covers the VValters Ridge 
anomalous gold zone (figure 3). The zone is  hosted in Ladner Group, fine grain siltstones 
and tuffaceous siltstones adjacent to and just east of  the East Hozameen fault. It consists 
of series of narrow (0.5-lm) quartz vein-shear structures. The veins in places are 
mineralized containing disseminated  pyrite  and fine arsenopyrite. The  ho!rt  rock,  sheared 
siltone, is pervasively  silicified  and displays vuggy  and  ribbon quartz. Previous (1998;) 
samples obtained firom the quartz veins  ranged as high as 2,875ppb Au. 

This seasons reconnaissance geological surveys included  mapping along Swash Cree;k. 
Ora6 samples were obtained  from  sheared,  mineralized quartz structures,  which  carry 
anomalous amounts of gold. The author believes this may be  a continuation of  the 
Walters Ridge structure. Mapping also shows a cross-cutting fault, trending northeast- 
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southwest about  halfway  down  along  Walters  Ridge,  at gtidline 12+00N (figure 3). The 
Hozameen  fault  system  and the serpentine are offset in this area. A strong and  well 
exposed listwanite alteration zone was also mapped along a section of  the East Hozameen 
fault. The  alteration consists of  oxidized iron-bearing carbonate and fuchsite. Four 
serpentine and listwanite grab samples were also taking along a former logging  road  near 
base  camp for gold,  platinum  and  palladium analysis. 

G. VLF-EM  RECONNAISSANCE  SURVEY 

Geophysical reconnaissance survey was conducted over parts  of the grid covering 
Walters Ridge structure. A VLF-EM  hand  held  instrument was used for this purpose. The 
object was to determine if  the  instrument  would  be  useful tool to use in tracing the 
structure where  it is not  exposed due to overburden  and to see if a signature or conductive 
response  could be obtained  from the underlying mineralized quartz shear structures. 

VLF-EM  readings were taking  at  50m intervals along cross lines starting at line O+OO and 
at  200m  intervals,  2+00N to 8+00N, and on lines  12+00N  and 15+00N, for a total of 7 
cross lines (figure 4). Seven VLF-EM profiles were plotted and are showing below  with 
corresponding bedrock  profiles. 

i '  
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H. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The geological surveys identify  a strong quartz structure (Walters Ridge zone) hosted. in 
sheared,  silicified  !siltstone  adjacent to the East Hozameen fault. Past and  present 
reconnaissance sarnpling show the structure to carry anomalous gold  valu.es.  This season 
surveys have traced the structure further  north  down to Siwash Creek valley where 5 rock 
grab  samples  obtained  from  sheared quartz contain anomalous values in gold ranging 
from 50.5ppb to 296.3ppb Au (figure 3). Two additional  rock grab samples were 
collected  from quartz structures along cross line 6+00N  and  near station ;!+OOE. These 
samples return values of 321 ppb  and 464ppb Au. Four serpentine rock  samples were 
collected along  a  s,ection the former logging  road  near  base camp (figure :3) including one 
from the listwanite altered zone. The  samples were analysed for trace elements of gold, 
platinum  and palladium. The geochemical analysis show detectable but low amounts of 
all elements. The listwanite zone forms part  of the East  Hozameen fault and also 
probably represents a suture or contact  zone  between the serpentinized altramafic and 
sediments. 

The  VLF-EM surveys do not  really show much of a signature over the qu:artz structure. 
The  profiles  plotted  tend to show  a fairly flat Tilt  Angle response. However, it does tend 
to respond to other stronger  fault structures such as the East Hozameen fault on line 
8+00N where a  fairly good conductor  reading  was noted. This  probably  rjeflects the fitult 
zone (figure 4B). The EM also shows a strong signature at  lines 12+OON and 15+00N, 
which  probably reflects the cross-cutting fault system that offset the East and West 
Hozameen faults. 

Although the EM :rurvey appears to have  limited use in detecting the gold anomalous 
quartz stntctures, it does however  have  a  good  response to the Hozameen  fault  system, 
especially in the area of  the cross-cutting faults where potential for gold  mineralization 
may exist. As well the East Hozameen fault system appears to be closely associated to 
with the Walters Ridge quartz structure. As  a  result, the author feels that lthe VLF-EM 
may  have  some,  albeit  indirect  applications, in detecting the quartz structure by 
conducting EM  surveys over the Hozameen  fault  system,  particularly in areas where the 
bedrock is masked  by overburden. 
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1. STATEMENT OF EXPLORATION -COST BREAKDOWN 

Geologist; 12 days @ $350/d $4,206 
2 Field Assistance:; 12 days @ $300/d  3,600 

Related  Expenses: 

Field  Camp;  12ditys @ $75/d 900 
Helicopter; 3.5 hours @ $750/hr. 2,625 
VLF-EM equipmtnt; 2 weeks @ $250/wk. 500 

Report; data compilation and word  processing 1,250 

Total expenses incurred $13.075 

Consulting Geologist. 

. 
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J. STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS 

1, Daniel G. Cardinal,  residence  at 65661 Birch Trees Drive, P.O. Box 5!24, Hope,  British 
Columbia, VOX f LO, do hereby  certify that: 

I am a Profession;d Geoscientist and  a  member in good standing with the Association of 
Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of  British Columbia (#18455); Association of 
Professional  Engimeers, Geologists and Geophysicists of Alberta (#2940.5);  and a Fellow 
of  the Geological  Association  of  Canada (#F4891). 

1 am a graduate of' University  of  Alberta (Edmonton) with a BSc. degree in  Geology, 
1978. 

I have  been  practioing my profession for the past 22 years for various maljor and junior 
resource companies  and,  that 1 have  been  employed by Cardinal Geocon:rulting Ltd. ,since 
1984 as an  independent  consulting geologist. 

I have  supervised  and conducted the field  geological  and  geophysical  reconnaissance: 
surveys documented in this report  and  that, I am the author of the geological assessment 
report. 

I have no direct or indirect interests in the company Hillsbar Gold Inc. or in the properties 
described  in this report. 

Dated  at Hope, B,~j tb  this of March 2001. 

D.G. Cardinal,"F%eo:: F.G.A.C. 
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